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1

Introduction and summary of recommendations

This submission addresses the cultural questions raised in item (d) of the RC's Letters Patent
and the questions on culture, business structure and remuneration in the Interim Report.
My views on virtues and culture in the finance industry have been shaped by work on risk
culture with Tracy Wilcox. 1 We have developed Figure 1 below to suggest that virtue within
an organization is supported, or not, by three elements: culture, practices within the
organization and regulation.

VIRTUES

GOVERNMENT AND SUPRA-GOVERNMENT
- laws, reg ulatiol"lS

Figure 1 Structures supporting the virtues
Our paper does not address regulation in much detail, but I am in almost total agreement with
the views on regulation expressed in Integrity, Risk and Accountability in Capital markets:
Regulating culture 2 , particularly the last chapter by John Braithwaite. 3 To the
recommendations in that book, I think it is helpful for regulation to explicitly address the
culture of greed, which is the main subject of Part 2 of this submission4 and the
organizational structures that encourage hubris, which is the focus of the third part of this

lOur working paper: Asher, A and Tracy Wilcox (2015) Virtue and risk culture in finance. Presented to the IAA
Colloquia, Sydney 23-27 August 2015.
https://www.actuaries.asn.aulLibrary/Events/ASTINAFIRERMColloquium12015/AsherWilcoxVirtuePaper.pdf
2 O'Brien, J. and Gilligan, G. eds., 2013. Integrity, risk and accountability in capital markets: regulating culture.
Bloomsbury Publishing.

3

Braithwaite, J (2013) Cultures of Redemptive Finance. In ibid.

4 And also addressed in my submissions to module 5, where I suggest that temptations should be addressed by a
greater regulatory focus on rent seeking and potential regulatory capture, by enhancing accounting and
accountability and by the strict enforcement of the general law proscription of conflicts of interests.
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submission. These two temptations to greed and hubris undermine the virtues of justice and
prudence that ethical theory5 suggests should be developed to address the social and
economic purpose of the industry. An understanding and commitment to a productive
purpose provides the intrinsic motivation that be stronger than the selfishness of hubris and
greed.
The RC has already had a significant and positive impact on the culture of financial
institutions as it has exposed and denounced misconduct within industry, the culture of greed
and the remuneration practices that have fostered it, and the timidity of the regulators. I
believe that it would have a further impact if it could also see fit to denounce:
•
•
•

worldviews that valorise greed and hubris, while deprecating fairness and regulation, and
the economic and finance theories that have fostered them;
a failure to distinguish between profits that arise from socially beneficial entrepreneurial
activity and rent seeking in its various forms, and the timidity of politicians; and
the levels of remuneration and hubris amongst senior executives, and the timidity of
directors.

Such denunciations are however likely to be short lived on their own. 6 There would be an
increased likelihood oflonger lasting impact if they provided the momentum for regulatory
changes to organizational structures particularly. In potentially making recommendations as
to changes in the regulatory regime:
•
•
•
•

the introduction of compound boards where directors' election is entirely independent of
that of the CEO;
cumulative voting for directors to give minority shareholders a greater role in appointing
strong directors;
greater power to shareholders in AGMs to approve remuneration of directors and the
CEO;
there is a need for some expert body with independent expertise to provide a check on
rent seeking and regulatory capture in financial markets, partly modelled perhaps on the
abolished CAMAC.

5 This refers to traditional Virtue Theory as revived by Alistair Macintyre, with the question of purpose
explicitly covered in Moore, G. (2012). Virtue in business: Alliance boots and an empirical exploration of
MacIntyre's conceptual framework. Organization Studies, 33(3), 363-387.

6 https://www.abc.net.auinewsI20 18-1 0-22/graeme-samuel-slams-asic-in-wake-of-banking-royalcommissionll 0403 362
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2

Culture

We take culture to be collection of norms, narratives and purpose by which people explain
their behaviour. It is widely thought that the finance sector displays:

... a combination of hubris, myopia and the decoupling of ethical considerations from
core business. Taken together, the failure to articulate and integrate purpose, values
and principles within the functioning ethical framework has created toxic and socially
harmful corporate cultures. 7
This part traces and attempts to rebut the narratives that valorise selfishness, and shows how
companies in the sector have failed to identify and commit to the purposes of the sector and
misunderstood their own purposes and metrics of success. Part 3 then explores the role of
hubris as an explanation of the culture of the organizations and how regulatory changes might
address this.
In addressing the cultural questions in its terms of reference, the RC has already denounced
greed, and thus implicitly taken a stand on some of the differences of opinion that are
identified in this. It is recommended that the final report address these differences explicitly,
condemning greed and hubris, and affirming the need to individuals, companies and
regulators to address themselves to the social purpose of the sector.
2.1

Norms

The norms valued by many in the sector are those articulated by Ayn Rand as "reason, selfinterest, capitalism, and the trader principle" - effectively replacing the traditional cardinal
virtues of wisdom, self-control and justice. 8
The centrality of self-interest to economic life is strongly argued by many. Even in
Regulating Culture, Campbell and Loughrey argue that it should not be "other regarding" and
informed by "humanity, justice, generosity and public spirit" but only by "respecting the
autonomy of the other party to an exchange", and that the legitimacy of regulation "inheres in
its being a system of self-interest and mutual recognition."9 Given that they argue from Adam
Smith's Wealth ofNations, it would seem apt to rebut from the same:

7 O'Brien, J. and Gilligan, G. (2013) Regulating Culture: Problems and Perspectives, in Regulating Culture See
n 2, xviii

Dent, E.B. and Parnell, J.A., 2015. Reconciling Economics and Ethics in Business Ethics Education: The Case
of Objectivism. The Journal ofAyn Rand Studies, 15(2), pp.131-156

8

9 Campbell, D. and Loughrey, J., 2013. The regulation of self-interest in financial markets. in Regulating
Culture See n 2,89
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According to the system of natural liberty, the sovereign has only three duties to
attend to; three duties of great importance, indeed, but plain and intelligible to
common understanding:
first, the duty ofprotecting the society from the violence and invasion of other
independent societies;
secondly the duty ofprotecting, as far as possible, every member of society from the
injustice and oppression of every other member of it, or the duty of establishing an
exact administration ofjustice; and
thirdly, the duty of erecting and maintaining certain public works and certain public
institutions which it can never be in for the interest of any individual, or small number
of individuals, to erect and maintain; because the profit could never repay the
expense to any individual or small number of individuals, though it may frequently do
much more than repay it to a great society.

Regulation must be consistent with humanity andjustice, and may well recognise greed only
to the extent that it attempts to constrain it. 10 One might also ask how the public infrastructure
so clearly approved by Smith can be constructed without some element of public spiritedness
by someone in the private or public sector?
Generosity and public spiritedness by entrepreneurs cannot perhaps be legislated but we
surely honour those entrepreneurs whose products are designed to improve the common lot,
and who are public benefactors with their wealth.
2.2

Narrative: Free markets

The valorisation of self-interest and greed arises from the belief that it is at the root of
economic prosperity, dependent on the free rein of greed in competitive markets. This
narrative however fails in two respects. Firstly, it does not distinguish between
entrepreneurial profits and economic rents: the former being socially productive, the latter
destructive - see Box 111.

10 By requiring accountability and prohibiting conflicts of interest particularly - as argued in my submission to
Module 5.

11 For a more authoritative exposition of this distinction see Zingales, L., 2015. Presidential address: Does
finance benefit society? The Journal a/Finance, 70C 4), pp.1327-1363.
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Box

112

Entrepreneurial Rules of the Game
Baumol 13 explores the differences between profit seeking activities that are genuinely
entrepreneurial (that is are creative) and those that largely involve rent seeking. "If
entrepreneurs are defined, simply, as persons who are ingenious and creative in finding ways
to add to their wealth, power, and prestige, then it is to be expected that not all of them will
be overly concerned with whether an activity that achieves these goals adds much or little to
the social product or, for that matter, even whether it is an actual impediment to production. "
Based on some historical data, he goes on to make three propositions - which on his
numbering are:
"Proposition 2.1: The rules of the game that determine relative payoffs of different
entrepreneurial activities do change dramatically from one time and place to another.
"Proposition 2.2: Entrepreneurial behaviour changes direction from one economy to another
in a manner that corresponds to the variations in the rules of the game. (e. g. In ancient Rome,
wealth from land, lending or political office was valued - and yielded more - than income
from industry or commerce.)
"Proposition 2.3: The allocation of entrepreneurship between productive and unproductive
activities, though by no means the only pertinent influence, can have a profound effect on the
innovativeness of the economy and the degree of dissemination of its technological
discoveries. "
... a distinction between the creative and the rent seeking. The former is worthy of praise, the
latter is degenerate and reprehensible. Some obvious points of difference are set out below:
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12 Taken from Asher, (1998) "Effective and Ethical Institutional Investment", British Actuarial Journal 4. V:
969-1027.
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Baumol W J (1993) Entrepreneurship, Management and the Structure of Payoffs MIT Press, Cambridge
Mass.
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This is not to hold that cost savings or market share are unimportant, but rather that efficiency
and turnover reflect greater aspirations - both for the financial success of the firm and the
prosperity of all.
Secondly it fails to take account of intrinsic motivations that can be more powerful
motivators particularly in complex situations. 14
The strength of the narrative of profit maximization and the exclusion of rent seeking can be
explained by the power of vested interests. This is manifest in the polarization of many
current political debates. If Adam Smith is to be the authority, then:

The capricious ambition of kings and ministers has not, during the present and
preceding century, been more fatal to the repose ofEurope, than the impertinent
jealousy of merchant and manufacturers. The violence and injustice of the rulers of
mankind is an ancient evil, for which, I am afraid, the nature of human affairs can
scarce admit of a remedy. But the mean rapacity, the monopolizing spirit of
merchants and manufacturers, who neither are, nor ought to be, the rulers of
mankind, though it cannot perhaps be corrected, may very easily be prevented from
disturbing the tranquillity of anyone but themselves. 15
Politicians of both sides need the courage to repudiate rent seekers and to reframe the debate
into one around productivity and welfare.

2.3

Narrative: Purpose of the financial sector

Community expectations are surely that the financial sector and its regulators should be
concerned to meet its key functions. Greenwood and Scharfstein 16 capture the social purpose
neatly with "the key functions of a financial system are to facilitate household and corporate
saving, to allocate those funds to their most productive use, to manage and distribute risk, and
to facilitate payments."
They also identify three areas where the financial sector currently fails:

"Limiting the extent to which financial firms can fund long-term assets with shortterm liabilities-thereby decreasing the risk of bank runs-would also help protect
the system. " ...

14 Frederick Herzberg (1987). One More Time: How Do You Motivate Employees? Harvard Business Review
Case Services, 109-120.

15

From Wealth a/Nations

16 Greenwood, Robin, and David S. Scharfstein. (2012) "How to Make Finance Work." Harvard Business
Review 90, no. 3.
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"The long-term goal of housing finance reform should be to promotefinancial
stability and the proper allocation of capital. " ...
"High investment fees affect us. competitiveness chiejly by distorting the allocation
of talent. Among employed 2008 graduates ofHarvard College, 28% went into
financial services, compared with about 6%from 1969 to 1973.... The channeling of
talent to finance can be justified if the high wages and profits rejlect value added to
the rest of the economy. But if investment fees are too high, then finance is
inefficiently draining talent from other industries, hampering overall productivity
growth. "
Section 5.5 (page 37) of my submission on Module 5 describes the first and third of these
problems within the superannuation sector, where I suggest that trustees need to be
democratically elected so as to free them from their current bondage to liquidity in
investment markets, and to ensure that they get better value from investment managers.
2.3.1

Limiting the mismatch of terms

The first area also affects the banking sector in that it leads to an overestimate of its relevance
in the allocation of resources and leads to excessive and inappropriate lending. While the
macroprudential consequences are specifically excluded from the remit of the RC, the
problem speaks directly to the questions of responsible lending and failures to do so.
The most popular way of describing the problem was developed by Hyman Minsky:
Minsky distinguished between three kinds offinancing. The first, which he called
"hedge financing ", is the safest: firms rely on their future cashjlow to repay all their
borrowings. For this to work, they need to have very limited borrowings and healthy
profits. The second, speculative financing, is a bit riskier: firms rely on their cashjlow
to repay the interest on their borrowings but must roll over their debt to repay the
principal. This should be manageable as long as the economy functions smoothly, but
a downturn could cause distress. The third, Ponzi financing, is the most dangerous.
Cashjlow covers neither principal nor interest; firms are betting only that the
underlying asset will appreciate by enough to cover their liabilities. If that fails to
happen, they will be left exposed. 17
Minsky's hedge financing is responsible; the others are speculative, and banks should not
engage in them. While they have reduced their exposure to such risks since the GFC, the
problem I see is that bankers are convinced that they can engage in "maturity transformation"
(borrow short and lend long). I have yet to meet a banker who would not agree with the
current governor of the RBA that "Without such transformation, it is difficult to see how

17

8

https:/Iwww.economist.com/economics-briefl20 16/07130lminskys-moment
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modem economies would work.,,18 With respect, I am not convinced that his concerns with
the model of maturity transformation go far enough. 19 Certainly, speculative financing creates
ongoing banking crises, as indicated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Banking crises 20

On the other hand, all Australian banks required government guarantees of their
during the GFC. When banks rely on debts being rolled over (Minsky's speculative
finance), they are engaging in irresponsible lending.

2.3.2

18

https://www.rba.gov.au/speechesI20l5/sp-dg-20l5-05-27.html

19 Asher, A and E Rajadurai (2018) Investing Superaunuation for the Public Good: Creating new markets to
benefit members & fund necessary investments, The McKell Institute.
https://mckellinstitute.org.au/app/uploadsIFINAL_Superaunuation_2018_WEB.pdf

20

9

https ://www.imf.org/~/media/W eb site slIMF limported-full-text-pdf/external/pubs/ftlwpI20 12/_wp 12163 .ashx
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2.3.3

Housing finance

It has been recognised that interest only loans - speculative finance in Minsky's terms - do
represent a greater risk and are now being discouraged by APRA. Not yet in their sights are

21 Mollik, AT., Mir, M., McIver, R. and Bepari, M.K., 2013, December. Earnings management during the
global financial crisis: Evidence from Australia. In Proceedings ofInternational Business and Social Sciences
and Research Conference (Vol. 16, p. 17). See also Walsh, P., Craig, R. and Clarke, F., 1991. 'Big bath
accounting' using extraordinary items adjustments: Australian empirical evidence. Journal ofBusiness Finance
& Accounting, 18(2), pp.173-189. Fiechter, P. and Meyer, C., 2010, January. Big bath accounting using fair
value measurement discretion during the financial crisis. In American Accounting Association Annual Meeting,
San Fransisco.

22 Meeks, Geoff, and J. Gay Meeks. "Mergers, accountants, and economic efficiency." Economia e Politica
Industriale (2014).

23
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long term loans to older workers that can perhaps be repaid from superannuation balances,
but are only secured by deposit on a house. 30-year mortgages are routinely offered to those
in their fifties.

2.4

Narrative: Purpose a/the company

There is a robust argument about the purpose of a company - see Box 2 for a summary which leads on directly to a valorisation or otherwise of greed.

Value for the Customer
You will know that there is an ongoing debate as to whether the sole purpose of business is to
make a profit, or whether it has a social purpose in meeting people's material needs-with
profit being one measure of how well it is doing so. Milton Friedman (1970)25 is perhaps the
best-known expression of the former view, Peter Drucker well known for the latter. ...
If Friedman is right, there would be nothing much to say about working in the finance or any
other sector-as long as you were making a living. I think, however, Drucker's critique is
unanswerable. He says:

Profit is not the explanation, cause, or rationale of business behavior and business
decisions, but rather the test of their validity. If archangels instead of businessmen sat
in directors' chairs, they would still have to be concerned with profitability, despite
their total lack ofpersonal interest in making profits. 26
I am attempting here to refute an idea for which Adam Smith is famous:

It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect
our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest. We address ourselves, not to
their humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities but
of their advantages. 27

24

Taken from Asher (2015) Working Ethically in Finance: ClarifYing our vocation, Business Expert Press 77ff.

25 Friedman, M. (1970) "The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase Its Profits." The New York Times
Magazine, September 13, http://www.umich.eduJ~thecore/doclFriedman. pdf.

26

Drucker, P. F. (1975) Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices. Mumbai: Allied, p60

27 Smith, A. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes o/the Wealth o/Nations. Hazleton, PA: Pe=sylvania State
University, 2005, p19
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Smith was over-pessimistic about human nature in some respects. He was convinced that
corporations would always fail because of the agency problem: managers could not be
prevented from looking after their own interests to the exclusion of everyone else's .... To
return to Drucker's argument:

It is irrelevant for an understanding of business behavior, profit, and profitability,
whether there is a profit motive or not. ... We do not learn anything about the work of a
heart specialist by being told that he is trying to make a livelihood, or even that he is
trying to benefit humanity. The profit motive and its offspring maximisation ofprofits
are just as irrelevant to the function of a business . ... 28

2.4.1

Vagueness of purpose undermines innovation

Companies that have not resolved this debate will be vague on their purpose. Drucker goes on
to address the core strategic task of any business:

If we want to know what a business is, we have to start with its purpose. And the
purpose must lie outside the business itself. Infact, it must lie in society, since a
business enterprise is an organ of society. There is only one valid definition of
business purpose: to create a customer. The customer is afoundation of a business
and keeps it in existence. The customer alone gives employment. And it is to supply
the customer that society entrusts wealth-producing resources to the business
enterprise.
Because it is the purpose to create a customer, any business enterprise has two - and
only two - basic functions: marketing and innovation. These are the entrepreneurial
functions. Marketing is the distinguishing, the unique function of the business. 29
It is important to note that his understanding of marketing as 'providing for the needs of
clients at a profit'. This is contrasted a product or sales orientation, which confuse the means
(being the product or sales process) with the ends (the needs of the customer) - most
famously captured in Theodore Levitt's classic Marketing Myopia,30 still making the top 25
Harvard Business Review articles. 31 This "marketing concept" is not readily grasped as it
requires considerable effort to get to grips with the real underlying need of clients - as against
preconceived ideas. It is however necessary for innovation which must go beyond what is
already available.

28

See note 26, p60

29

See note 26, p61

30

Levitt, Theodore. Marketing Myopia. Harvard Business Review. Jul/Aug1960, Vol. 38 Issue 4, p45-56. 12p

31 http://mgmtblog.com/?p=232. In might be thought that theory and practice have moved on since 1960, but
two of the current top three articles deal with ethical concerns and the third can easily be seen as a refinement of
importance of meeting customer needs.
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In this context, it is instructive to consider the purposes expressed in the annual reports of the
large banks and AMP.
•

ANZ: "Our purpose is to help shape a world in which people and communities thrive.
That means striving to create a balanced, sustainable society in which everyone can take
part and build a better life."
CBA: "We will advance our purpose to improve the financial wellbeing of our customers
and communities."
NAB: "It will enable the Group to continue to deliver for all its stakeholders, live its
purpose to 'back the bold who move Australia forward' and achieve the Group's vision to
be Australia and New Zealand's most respected bank."
Westpac: "our core purpose is to help customers achieve what's important to them."
AMP: "Our purpose is to help people own tomorrow, helping them take control of their
money and achieve their financial goals."

•
•

•
•

Without making detailed criticisms, there is vagueness and an absence of any mention of the
purposes of the sector as identified above. There seems to be an assumption that customers
are interested primarily in making money. At least it can be said that they have not explicitly
stated the purpose is to maximise profits.
It does appear that these companies have not done the difficult intellectual work of
understanding their purpose in serving customer needs. They have therefore failed to
innovate and frequently moved away from serving customers. It is not that there are no needs.
My book32 gives examples of some of the possibilities of innovation in financial services if
one adopts the marketing concept. International consulting firm NMG has noted the success
of South African companies' innovations and say:

By contrast, the major Australian insurers have in general acted (or failed to act) in
concert, and as a result ended up focusing on the same target markets, the same
products, the same operating model, with the same cost and capital structures, and
with little or no basis for non-price differentiation. 33
A notable exception is Challenger, which has achieved standout profitability possibly because
of its market innovations in the life annuity business, which other companies have avoided
despite its obvious social value and profitability. Their purpose statement - to provide
financial security to retiree - stands out for its focus.

32

Asher A (2015) n 24, Part 3, p77-176.

33 NMG: Australia Life Insurance Insights Report 2012, http://www.nmggroup .com/en!consulting/insights/insightsJeports. php
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2.4.2

Mistaken metrics constrict services

Several the problems and misconduct in the financial sector cannot be ascribed only to a
reductionist focus on profits per se, but to an even more reductionist focus on two utterly
inappropriate measures of profitability: return on equity (ROE) and the cost to income ratio
(CIR)34. Both metrics reduce involvement in otherwise profitable investments with a
comparatively low ROE or high CIR. 35
Although the problems with ROE are taught in first year economic and finance courses, my
experience with final year and graduate students shows that these too require intellectual
effort. An example may therefore be helpful at this point. CIR's are easier to understand.
Ignoring all other considerations, including returns on capital, which is more profitable:
oj a customer who gives rise to costs of $70 and pays you $100, or

bJ a customer who gives rise to costs of $30 and pays you $50?

The answer is clearly (a) as you make a profit of $30 against only $20 for (b). But (a) has a
CIR of 70% as against 60% for (b).
Of course, it is possible that these metrics are used merely as indicators and the companies
are really trying to maximise the real measure of profit such as economic value added
(BVA). 36 There are however suggestions that this is not the case.
•

The larger banks have closed branches in rural areas that sometimes have been replaced
by community banks.37 Such community banks are obviously economical despite not
having the advantages of scale of the larger banks and the same ability to diversify risks
from the local area. Given the significant disruption to the local communities, branch
closures with no economic justification except they fail to meet arbitrary economic
indicators, surely fall below community expectations.

34 These have been included in the financial objectives of the banks for some years. The worst current offender
is NAB, for which Roe and erR accOlmt for two of four main objectives. See p4 of their 2018 Half Year
Results Summary https://yourir.info/e4600e4db4dOcc89-nab.asx3A492724INAB_2018_HalCYear_Results_Summary.pdf

35 The various problems of ROE are covered in Stern, J. M., Shiely, J. S., & Ross, 1. (2001). The EVA
challenge: implementing value-added change in an organization. John Wiley & Sons - see p 9 on the perverse
impacts of ROE. For erR, Burger, Andreas, and JUrgen Moorma=. "Productivity in banks: myths & truths of
the cost income ratio." Banks and Bank systems 3, no. 4 (2008): 85-94.

36

See ibid EVA.

https://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/opinion!community -banks-can-replace-closed -branches/newsstory/3b47f6a5571 cd39124ad753ae91303f2

37
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It may well be that some of these branches are not profitable unless the banks take
additional measures to charge their rural customers more, or reduce some services, but
they surely owe it to the community to be a little innovative if necessary.
•

The Australian financial sector is noticeably absent from Asian markets, despite our
locality advantage and the presence of many Asian immigrants with knowledge of the
foreign markets. It is not that these markets have not offered opportunities - as evidenced
by the success of European and American companies. The explanation may well be a
high degree of complacency, but inappropriate metrics are likely to have played a role.

Role of universities

2.5

There is a widespread belief and some evidence that economics students learn to be more
selfish. Frank et al (1996) finds evidence of this at some US universities, but Frey (2005)
finds that while his Swiss business economics students are more selfish they do not become
more so over the period of his study. Ahmed (2008) also finds no tendency to selfishness in
his sample of Swedish students, but finds that students in the police academy become more
willing to collaborate over the course of their studies. Box 3 gives some further evidence.
Box 3
Many believe that community standards of ethics have declined, and that some of the failure
of moral formation results from the intellectual content of positive economics. Khurana38
traces the academic philosophies that have most influenced business schools over the past
century and driven out ideas of professionalism and responsibility. Ghoshal 39 argues that the
consequences are:

that by propagating ideologically inspired amoral theories, business schools have
actively freed their students from any sense of moral responsibility. As has been
extensively documented in the literature over the last 50 years business school research
has increasingly adopted the scientific model-an approach ... that Friedrich A. Von
Hayek described as the pretence of knowledge. (75)

Khurana, R. (2007). From higher aims to hired hands: The social transformation of American business
schools and the unfulfilled promise of management as a profession. Princeton University Press, Princeton.

38

39 Ghoshal, S. (2005). Bad management theories are destroying good management practices. Academy of
Management Learning & Education 4(1),75-91.
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Mearman et al. 4° provide some confirmation of this opinion by reporting beneficial effects on
students' ethical development from going beyond positive economics and teaching alternative
economic theories ....
It should be noted that Bok41 was critical of attempts to "weave moral issues" into other
courses and suggested the development of:

problem-oriented courses in ethics. These classes are built around a series of
contemporary moral dilemmas .... Prospective lawyers, doctors, or businessmen may set
higher ethical standards for themselves if they first encounter the moral problems of
their calling in the classroom instead ofwaiting to confront them at a point in their
careers when they are short of time and feel great pressure to act in morally
questionable ways. (28)
George 42 reports that Bok's article was the precursor to a significant increase in ethics
courses in US business schools ... There appears, however, to be no evidence to date that this
approach has led to more ethical graduates, which suggests that it is not enough. This paper
suggests that there is a prior need for an agreed ethical framework, and explicit induction into
a professional community of virtue by ... teachers and mentors who identify with the
profession, as argued by Bennis and O'Toole 43 in their analysis of the failure of business
education.
The evidence is that business, economics and finance departments at Universities have played
a role in the development of the selfish narrative, and that many of my colleagues believe in
it. Formal interest in ethics and social responsibility is limited. As one example, the Society
of Business Ethics and the Academy of Management held conferences simultaneously in
Chicago in August 2018. Attendance at the former was 2% of the latter. On the other hand,
the business schools affiliate to international bodies such as the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business, which are concerned with developing ethical standards. 44

40 Mearman, A, Shoib, G., Wakeley, T., & Webber, D.J. (2012). Does pluralism in economics education make
better educated, happier students? A qualitative analysis. International Review ofEconomics Education 10(2),
50-62.

41

Bok, D.C. (1976). Can ethics be taught? Change, October, 26-30

42 George, R.J. (1987). Teaching business ethics: Is there a gap between rhetoric and reality? Journal of
Business Ethics 6,513-518.

Bennis, W. G., & O'Toole, J. (2005). How business schools lost their way. Harvard Business Review 83(5),
96-104.

43

44

See for instance, https://www.aacsb.edU!~/media/AACSBlPublications/research-reports/ethics-education.ashx
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This involvement of the universities provides perhaps arguments for an outside review of the
teaching of economics and finance - both at school and in the tertiary sector. There are a few
issues that might be covered:
I think it would be useful for the Department of Education and Training to find ways of
measuring the impact on the ethi cs of students of teaching business subj ects both at
school and universities.
The syllabuses of the undergraduate courses have ossified in a format that privileges the
role of selfish incentives and fails to mention rent seeking. I find it necessary to define
rent seeking to senior students, and am outraged that they have not heard of the "Minsky
Moment "as an explanation the GFC,45 after three years of finance or economics.
It has become standard practice in the universities to use revenue from the teaching of
business and economics to subsidise other areas of the university (and higher
administrative salaries). Some of this is because higher paying foreign students are more
profitable to teach. There appears however been a reduction in staff student ratios which
has meant that students have a more distant relationship with their teachers. The teachers
themselves are more focussed on research metrics - with "global pressures for conformity
with a mythical US style economic research ideal,,46 Box 4 makes the point that these
factors are not helpful to the entire educational process - let alone the development of
ethics.

•

•

•

It would be helpful if the RC were to denounce the unexamined teaching of the primacy of
the profit motive, and call for the universities to address the question.

Box 4
Ethical teachers

Induction into the community is personal, and needs personal connections: teachers and
mentors. Their role is more than intellectual. Traditional education in ethics places relatively
little importance on teaching philosophical theories. It is rather aimed at "educo", Latin for
"leading out" 47 students' best aspirations and understanding.
This section reaffirms the traditional approach to teachers and teaching, suggesting that
induction into the professional community falls to teachers and mentors who identify with the

45

See note 17.

46 Parker, L. and Guthrie, J., 2009. Championing intellectual pluralism. Accounting, Auditing & Accountability
Journal, 22(1), pp.S-12.

47 Webster' Third New International Dictionary, where education implies "expansion of knowledge, wisdom,
desirable qualities of mind or character".
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profession, as argued by Bennis and O'Toole 48 in their analysis of the failure of business
education. Blakemore and Frith 49 , from the perspective of educational neuroscience, suggest:
"The teacher's values, beliefs and attitude to learning could be as important in the learning
process as the material being taught." Palmer 50 emphasises "good teaching comes from the
identity and integrity of the teacher." Carr and Skinner51 write "the most effective teachers
are not those who simply regard the acquisition of knowledge and understanding as
worthwhile for others, but those who have first and foremost grasped its value for their own
personal, moral and spiritual development." ...
One conclusion from this is that students should be exposed to a variety of teachers and
mentors over the period of their training. If all are required to address ethical issues then
students will be exposed to a variety of views and approaches, and be challenged to develop a
personal ethical framework and commitment to professional judgement. Exposure in a single
course is unlikely to be enough. There is also a need for more conscious management of the
recruitment and direction of an appropriate range of committed teachers and mentors.
The other conclusion is that teachers (or material in distance learning) must explicitly raise
ethical and practical issues in their teaching - even of the apparently technical subjects, and
in a manner that emphasises the personal and affective. One critical area to change is
identified by Dean and Beggs' S52 survey of what business-school teachers believe about
ethics education. Rather surprisingly they find: "Major results indicate that faculty generally
do not believe that they can change students' ethical behaviors, and that faculty's
conceptualization of ethics do not match their classroom approaches. (15) ... Most faculty
believe that ethics is a value-driven and internal construct but teach using compliance-driven
and external methods. (40)"

3

Organization

This part builds the case that the culture of greed will take root in organizations that tolerate
and even encourage selfishness, and that culture cannot be changed without addressing greed
and hubris at the top. Central to this question is the issue of the level of executive
remuneration. Figure 3 suggests some of the causes and connections between excessive

Bennis, W. G., & O'Toole, J. (2005). How business schools lost their way. Harvard Business Review 83(5),
96-104.

48

49 Blakemore, S. J., & Frith, U. (2005). The learning brain: Lessons for education: a precis. Developmental
Science 8,459-465, p461.

50 Palmer, P. J. (2007). The courage to teach: Exploring the inner landscape
Francisco., plO.

0/ a teacher's life. Jossey-Bass, San

51 Carr, D., & Ski=er, D. (2009). The cultural roots of professional wisdom: Towards a broader view of teacher
expertise. Educational Philosophy and Theory, 41(2), 141-154, pI 53.

52 Dean, K. L., & Beggs, J. M. (2006). University professors and teaching ethics: Conceptualizations and
expectations. Journal o/Management Education, 30(1),15-44.
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remuneration, the unfettering of power and poor decisions that can lead to recklessness. The
smugness demonstrated in the previous section could be explained by hubris.

A personal view: Hubris creates
recklessness

Till swoll'n with cunning. of a self-conceit.
His waxen wings did mount above his reach
And melting, heavens conspired his overthrow ..

A considerable body of recent academic research confirms ancient wisdom that
overconfident leaders with too much power make reckless decisions - and pay
structures can contribute to overconfidence and excessive concentration of power
reates a tou rnament
mongst sub-ordinates
amb ling for the big prize

Overconfidence

nderestlmates
robabilities and
onseqllences of failure

r
Excessive
Pay

_ _---...

power

""xeclltives
isteamroller boards
rnd sub-ordinates and
eceive "too mllch
kJeference"

1

xtrinsic motivation
[jrives out intrinsic
motivation of doing
a good job

leader
myth

7 EKecutive Remuneration

ncourages focus on
hort term perceptions
ather than long term real
nvestment

© 2009 Deloitte Acru.uies & Consultants Limited

Figure 3 Pay, hubris and recklessness 53
3.1

Hubris

Hubris has been recognised by numerous enquiries as a major contributor to the failures of
many recent and significant failures: the Equitable, Hili, HBOS jut some recent examples. 54
While much has been written by the regulators on the structure of bonuses and their impact
on misconduct and recklessness, it is extraordinary is that the regulators have not made the

53 Taken from a Deloitte presentation created for Chris Cass and Jon Finlay. The research refers to Renee B.
Adams, Heitor Almeida & Daniel Ferreira (2005) Powerful CEOs and Their Impact on Corporate Performance
Review o/Financial Studies 18.4:1403-1432; Rayna Brown & Neal Sarma (2007) CEO overconfidence, CEO
dominance and Corporate Acquisitions Journal o/Economics and Business 59.5: 358-379 ;Mathew L. A.
Hayward and Donald C. Hambrick (1997) Explaining the Premiums Paid for Large Acquisitions: Evidence of
CEO Hubris Administrative Science Quarterly 42.1: 103-127; Ulrike Malmendier & Geoffrey Tate (2005) CEO
Overconfidence and Corporate Investment The Journal o/Finance 60.6: 2661 - 2700; Ulrike Malmendier &
Geoffrey Tate (2005) Who makes acquisitions? CEO overconfidence and the market's reaction The Journal 0/
Financial Economics 89.1: 20-43.

54

Asher and Wilcox, nl p5/6.
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connection between excessive remuneration and reckless and greedy behaviour. 55 If hubris
has led to the failure of many organizations, is it not likely that it lurks in many others that
have been lucky enough not yet to have failed?
3.1.1

Hubris leads to selfishness

A variety of research 56 shows that "CEO compensation and resulting power" is expressed not
just in purchasing power and political lobbying but inevitably "makes itself known in the
work domain". "[P]ay differentials provide information regarding the relative power of
managers", and provide signals both inside and outside the organization. To the extent that
they are believed, they give rise to real power. "[S]ystematic research has also found power
to be related to a variety of negative effects such as selfish and corrupt behaviour ... reduced
empathy ... tendency to objectify and stereotype others."

A meta-analysis of 25 studies focused on the relation between power and superiors'
evaluation of subordinates and found that as power levels increased, evaluations of
subordinates become increasingly negative and self-evaluations grow increasingly
positive. All in all, the experience ofpower metamorphoses power holder into meaner
people. (322)
And their example of greed is likely to be emulated: "if the boss is chiselling, everyone else
will feel they have a right to chisel." 57
3.1.2

Motivated blindness

In their selfishness, they lead others to be dishonest. A review of 60 papers58 found
"overconfident executives to be embroiled more often in accounting manipulation (p56)." See
also Box 5. If the RC asks, I would be surprised to find that companies have not massaging at
least some of their results.

As an example, take APRA's Information Paper: Remuneration practices at large financial institutions April
2018.

55

Quotations from Desai, S.D., Brief, AP. and George, J., 2009. Meaner managers: A consequence of income
inequality, Chapter 13 in Kramer, R, Tenbrunsel, A, and Bazerman, M (ed) Social decision making: Social
dilemmas, social values, and ethical judgments, New York: Psychology Press pp.315-334.
56

Ascribed to Tom Murphy of Capital City/ABC by Crystal G S (1992) In Search ofExcess: The
overcompensation ofAmerican Executives Norton, New York.

57

58 Plbckinger, M., Aschauer, E., Riebl, M.R and Rohatschek, R, 2016. The influence of individual executives
on corporate financial reporting: A review and outlook from the perspective of upper echelons theory. Journal
ofAccounting Literature, 37, pp.55-75.
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My observation of those in practice is that they are very often blind to the ethical
considerations involved here. This phenomenon should be well known:

Psychologists have known for some time that individuals who have a vested selfinterest in a situation have difficulty approaching the situation without bias, even if
they view themselves to be honest. 59
Box 560

Accounting and earnings management
A classic joke on company reporting goes:

A company is going through the interview process in order to hire a chieffinancial
officer. In the last interview session, each of three finalists is given the company's
financial data and asked, 'What are the net earnings?' Two applicants diligently
compute the net earnings. Neither of them gets the job. The candidate who lands the
position answers the question by replying, 'What do you want them to be?,61
I thought this was funny when I first heard it, but now I see it as the single most powerful
corruptor of young accountants, actuaries and other financial professionals-and warn my
students as they go into their first jobs. Unless alerted to this possibility, they may be
blissfully unaware of the underlying motivation for the instructions they are receiving, and
find themselves compromised later.
In many companies, they will be asked to provide a variety of results so that the CFO and
CEO can decide what the profits will be. In writing this, I can hear some acquaintances of
mine objecting that this is nothing remarkable: the CEO has a duty to ensure that the reported
profits are fully reflective of the business. There is a problem however to the extent that the
concerning is with impressions and not reality-attempting to give the right message to
shareholders to inflate the share price. Subjecting your customers to puffery is one thingthey expect it and the law requires them to take care. Attempting to fool the shareholders, to
whom you owe a fiduciary responsibility, is fundamentally dishonest.

59 Gino, F., Moore, D.A. and Bazennan, M.H., 2009. See no evil: When we overlook other people's unethical
behavior. In Kramer, RM, AE Tenbrunsel and MH Bazerman (ed) Social decision making: Social dilemmas,
social values, and ethical judgments, pp.241-263.

60

Taken from Asher (2015) n24, p93.

61

Accessed November 24, 2014. hUp://www.investopedia.com/university/accounting-earnings-quality/.
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Such blindness leads not just to overconfidence, but to a mistaken belief that leaders should
display confidence to be effective, and that passion and ambition are prerequisites of success.
(see Box 6.)

While there is much to learn from anecdotes and more expansive stories of success (and
failure), we need a deeper analysis. The research 63 suggests that optimism in business is more
likely to end in failure than success. Donald Duchesneau and William Gartner64 find that,
when compared with less successful start-ups, successful entrepreneurs were more aware of
the risks beyond their control and so worked harder and more carefully. When the optimism
leads to hubris (pride), then the likelihood and consequences of failure are likely to rise.
Enron, the Equitable, HIH in Australia are all recent examples.
A final example of motivated blindness is to link executive bonuses to share prices on the
apparently convincing grounds that this addresses the agency problem by aligning interests. It
suffers from two problems. Firstly, most share price movements are related to the overall
level of the market. CEOs have very limited power as individuals to move the market so
deserve no credit at all for most of the movement. Secondly, while shareholders have an
interest in the long-term growth in the share price, short term overvaluations merely benefit
sellers at the expense of buyers, and will distort decision making if CEOs are sellers at the
time.
This is only one of the many inconsistencies in determining CEO remuneration. Michael
Jensen, the father of agency theory, finds over three dozen errors that are commonly made in
their design - in Jensen et a1. 65

62

Asher (2015) n24 pIn.

63 Hmieleski, K. M., and R. A Baron. "Entrepreneurs' Optimism and New Venture Performance: A Social
Cognitive Perspective." Academy o/Management Journal 52 (2009):473-488. Lovallo, D., and o. Sibony.
"The Case for Behavioral Strategy." McKinsey Quarterly 2 (2010):30-43; Ucbasaran, D., P. Westhead, M.
Wright, and M. Flores. "The Nature of Entrepreneurial Experience, Business Failure and Comparative
Optimism." Journal o/Business Venturing 25, no. 6 (2010):541-555.

64 Duchesneau, D. A, & Gartner, W. B. (1990). A profile of new venture success and failure in an emerging
industry. Journal 0/ business venturing, 5(5), 297-312.

65 Jensen, Michael C. and Murphy, Kevin J. and Wruck, Eric G., Remuneration: Where We've Been, How We
Got to Here, What are the Problems, and How to Fix Them (July 12,2004). Harvard NOM Working Paper No.
04-28; ECGI - Finance Working Paper No. 44/2004. https://ssrn.com/abstract=561305.
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3.2

Excessive remuneration

Box 7 gives a short summary of the view that executive remuneration has risen to excessive
levels and the theories why this has occurred.
Box 766
Excessive executive remuneration is another species of overcharging. The three standard
arguments for the size of current levels of remuneration do not stand up to scrutiny. The first,
the argument that they deserve it does not apply in a free and efficient market. Companies
only have to pay executives enough to encourage enough competent people to offer their
services. This is the logic of the market-the matching of supply and demand.
Second is the view that money is the strongest motivator. There is ample psychological and
economic evidence 67 that people are better motivated by intrinsic rewards when faced with
complex tasks where it is difficult to measure success. The idea that managers should have
'meaningful equity stakes' to align their incentives with shareholders is not only theoretically
suspect, but it has always been obvious that the enormous share options that they have been
given depend more on the overall increase in the share market than on any effect that they
have on the company's results. When I have been told that leaders and companies need to
focus on a single objective, I wonder if they could cook a meal without burning the
vegetables!
The final explanation - that of the tournament effect, which suggests that junior people will
work harder to be promoted - is more plausible. The problem however, is that this focusses
people more on winning the promotions tournament than on the job, and is more likely to
create office politics than productivity. The current level cannot be justified by desert,
equality, need or liberty, and the efficiency impacts are at best debatable 68 .
Although excessive remuneration is not new, extreme levels and poor economic performance
in recent times have led to greater public opposition if not outrage. The ratio between the
highest and the lowest wage within a company in the United States apparently rose from 20
in the 60s to almost 400 in 2000, but was still almost 300 in 2013. 69In comparison, Drucker70
suggested that this ratio should normally be limited to some 25 to 1 - with each company
publishing the ratio, and each person earning about 40 percent more than their subordinates.

66

Asher (2015) n24 p67-68.

67

The best known is perhaps Frederick Herzberg (1987) n14.

68 See Canice Prendergast (1999) "The provision of incentives in firms." Journal of economic literature: 7-63.
for a review of the research.

69

https://www.epi.org/publicationlceo-pay-continues-to-rise/

70

Drucker, Peter F. (1985) The Changing World of the Executive. New York: Times Books.
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My friend, Nick Hudson, who works in venture capital, responded to the first draft of the
previous paragraph with:

In our closely held private companies we set salaries that are much lower than your
proposed ratios suggest. The executives must expose their capital to risk, and earn
economic profits on it only when the firm earns long-term economic profits on its
capital, which it can only sustainably do by treating all key stakeholders fairly. I
consider it a sign ofpoor character (lack of virtue) when a CEO is unwilling to share
or share in the economic outcomes he creates. Then you should not trust him.
The problem exists across the economy and is perhaps worst within the finance sector.
Proximate responsibility (that is the most guilt) lies with the CEOs who request and indeed
argue for such pay and their board directors who vote for it. The CEOs are being greedy. The
directors are failing in their duty to their shareholders and other stakeholders in the company,
and displaying a lack of courage.
Courage needs forethought: it has to be appropriately armed. I used occasionally to have
lunch with a director of my life insurance employer, who had worked his way up from selling
policies. In semi-retirement, he was helping a management remuneration consultant sell
reports to companies. He told me it was the easiest job he had ever had: in about half the
cases, the report said the CEO was earning less than the average of his or her peers and the
sale was guaranteed. Directors need to know that the comparative reports put before them
may have been selected, and clear that some people must be paid less than average. They
need to be free of the notion that the level of pay is a measure of respect for the person
concerned.
As a manager and non-executive director, I have had to tum down requests for higher pay. It
is relatively easy as a manager. You are normally operating with budget constraints and can
refer to higher powers. At board level, there is no one else to whom you can shift blame. The
arguments become heated, and you have to back what is a subjective judgement. If you are
being fair, you will be relatively sure that you can replace the person concerned at the
package that you are offering. Only when my preparation has allowed me to get to that point,
have I found the confidence to take an effective stand and say: I do not want to lose you, but
the board will not be paying you what you are asking for.
3.3

Historical explanations.

The recent increases in executive remuneration need an explanation if it is to be addressed. In
a balanced consideration, Bank et al 71 discount the role of lower marginal tax rates and the
declining union power, suggesting rather a cultural explanation for the recent increases in
CEO income:

The market for managerial talent and norms within public companies do more to
explain the mid-20th century executive pay compression. While by the end of the 20th
century CEOs were widely thought of as being genuine "difference makers" who

71

Bank, S.A., Cheffins, B.R. and Wells, H., 2016. Executive pay: What worked. J. Corp. L., 42, p.S9.
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would be worth paying generously and even poaching if they were the right person for
the job, from the 1940s through the 1970s top executives were perceived of as mere
bureaucrats with largely fungible talents and were paid accordingly. Also, a "team
first" ethos and a fear of being pilloried as greedy stemming from the crisis
conditions of the Depression and World War II fostered the development of strong
norms within companies against the awarding of highly lucrative executive pay.
They are however unable to suggest how these changes might be addressed, going on to say:
"There probably is little appetite for a return to the orderly but potentially demoralizing
uniformity of mid-20th century corporate life, which likely precludes norm-driven reform of
executive pay."
There are counter-arguments to the suggestion that pay is excessive. Conyon et al 72 express a
common view (in some business circles at least) that the use of the term excessive might
"reflect one of the least attractive aspects of human beings: jealousy and envy." They show
that "US CEOs are paid only modestly more than their European counterparts after
controlling for firm, ownership, and board characteristics." That everyone is doing it is
scarcely ajustification, but their identification of these characteristics does provide a clue as
to how excessive remuneration can be addressed. They find that executive remuneration is
higher where there is greater leverage, greater stock returns, more institutional but less inside
ownership, and where there are more directors of whom a greater proportion are independent
and busier (have more board appointments). Their ownership and board characteristics would
be consistent with the hypothesis that weak directors allow executives to command greater
income. They also confirm that institutional investors and independent directors are less
active in monitoring pay.

3.4

Possible remedies

"Public outrage" at excesses has been expressed for at least two decades 73, but the RC may
well offer an opportunity to address the problem more effectively than heretofore. This
section suggests how changes to regulation could effect changes in the structure of
organizations that would be more likely to lead more effective and ethical behaviour.

72 Conyon, M.J., Fernandes, N., Ferreira, M.A., Matos, P. and Murphy, K.J., 2011. The executive compensation
controversy: A transatlantic analysis. Institute for Compensation Studies,
hUp://digitalcommons.ilr.comell.edulics

73 Hill, J. and Yablon, C.M., 2002. Corporate governance and executive remuneration: Rediscovering
managerial positional conflict. UNSWU, 25, p.294.
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3.4.1

Addressing CEO dominance

Recommendation 13 from Jensen et al 74 addresses issues of power and culture: "Change the
structural, social and psychological environment of the board so that the directors (even those
who fulfil the requirements of independence) no longer see themselves as effectively the
employees of the CEO."
While there are many ways in which boards can be organized in terms of structure and
process, and competent and courageous directors should be able to control CEOs in all of
them. It seems likely that the main issue is that of power, where the relative strength or board
and CEO fluctuates with the CEO's influence rising with tenure and success. 75
One solution would be to increase the power of directors by giving them a base other than as
nominees of the existing board, which often means indirectly by a long-serving CEO.
TurnbuIC6 provides a detailed argument why "compound boards", which include a "senate"
nominated by stakeholders other than shareholders can more effectively monitor the CEO.
An alternative is given by Branson77 , who referred to cumulative voting systems that give
minorities the right to elect a proportional share of the board. Share prices are apparently
reduced when this right was removed.
A second approach would be to empower shareholders by allowing them to propose motions
that set restrictions on remuneration when in general meeting. Shareholders have now been
given a "say on pay" and can surely be trusted not to destroy value by voting for packages
that will undermine corporate value.

3.4.2

Breaking up the banks

The US Glass-Steagall Act forced US banks to divide their commercial and investment arms
and has been credited with reducing the power of the financial sector in the thirties, and its
repeal blamed as contributing to the GFC. 78 Both are disputed, but - as with anthropomorphic
global warming - the potential harms are so great that the debate does not have to be settled
for the policy imperatives to be clear.

74

See n65.

75 B. E. Hennalin & M S Weisbach (1998) Endogenously Chosen Boards of Directors and Their Monitoring of
the CEO American Economic Review 88.1: 96-118; Troy A Paredes (2004) Too Much Pay, Too Much
Deference: Is CEO Overconfidence the Product of Corporate Governance? Washington U. Schoolo/Law
Working Paper No. 04-08-02. ssrn.com/abstract=587162

76 Turnbull, Sha=, Corporate Charters with Competitive Advantages.
Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=245691

st. John's Law Review, Vol. 89,2000.

77

Branson, D.M. (1993). Corporate governance. Michie, Charlottesville.

78

Crawford, C. (2011). The repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act and the current financial crisis. Journal o/Business

& Economics Research, 9(1), pp.l27 -134.
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In addition, more focused institutions may well have more reason to define their purpose and
be more innovative; be less influential in corrupting our political process; and be less likely to
feed the hubris of their directors and management. In the current Australian sector, one can
consider a four-way split.
•

•

•

•

3.4.3

Investment banking should focus on the long-term capital market and investment
management. As discussed in my submission to Module 5, superannuation trustees
need to be empowered to ensure they obtain value for money from these banks.
Commercial banks need to focus on the payment system and provision of short-term
savings and loans - cash flow management for businesses. They should therefore not
be distracted by housing finance.
Housing banks are also traditionally a different business. The risks of default are
much easier to evaluate than business loans. Housing loans should be less likely to
give rise to losses as the value of the collateral is not directly related bank to the
borrower's income as it is in business loans.
For reasons that have been widely canvassed, superannuation trustees should be
independent of other financial institutions.

Taxation

Even if it is not an explanation for excessive executive remuneration, higher rates of marginal
tax for the wealthy should not be entirely discounted. Box 8 points out that it has frequently
been applied to prune the temptation to arrogance.
Box 879
The final argument for taxation of the wealthy, in order to reduce inequality, is to bring down
the tall poppies. It has long been recognised that all power tends to corrupt, and wealth is
power that corrupts. Most countries with democratic constitutions limit the terms of
presidents; it is good practice in corporate governance to limit the terms of directors and
managers. Both ancient and modem literature identifies hubris as destructive of politicians 80,
while powerful CEOs increase firm risks and exploit shareholders 81 . Democracies tend to

Taken from Asher, A (2016) "The justice of Australian tax and redistribution in 2016". St Mark's Review No.
235, May 2016 (1) 28-43.

79

80

OwenD. Hubris syndrome. Clinical Medicine. 2008, 8(4):428-32.

81 See, for instance, Adams RB, Almeida H, Ferreira D. Powerful CEOs and their impact on corporate
performance. Review offinancial studies. 2005 Dec 21 ;l8( 4):1403-32, and Morse A, Nanda V, Seru A. Are
incentive contracts rigged by powerful CEOs? The Journal of Finance. 2011 Oct 1;66(5): 1779-821.
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have a more equal distribution of income and are apparently more resilient to economic
crises. 82

3.4.4

Empower research

Zingales 83 suggests that academics could function better as whistle-blowers in the system if
regulators were more active in making their data more widely available. At very least
company accounts should be digitally available at minimal cost.

4

Other matters

This part deals with other matters raised by the Interim Report, and some that I had expected
to be considered but were not.

4. I

Default interest and charges

This issue was raised in the Interim Report in the context of agricultural loans, but applies
more broadly and can include "normal" credit card interest, which is set at a level that is
clearly penal. My view is that it is a question of justice or fairness, and would apply the
model of justice described in Box 9. This leads to the following:
•

•

Just deserts. Charging penalties to those who are behind in their payments offends
desert if they have fallen into arrears because of a financial shock beyond their
control. It might be further argued that those behind in their debts were more likely to
default and cause loss to the bank and so on the ground of actuarial equity, those in
arrears bear more of the cost of default. This, however, takes too short a perspective.
Ex ante, before the loan is initiated, the losses that arise from unexpected and
uncontrollable financial shocks should be shared between all borrowers to achieve
actuarial equity.
Lenders may not be able to easily distinguish those at fault from those not, but if
borrowers are able to show that their arrears were a consequence of them having
suffered a financial shock, then it would be unfair to penalise them. This is the
intuition behind not charging penalty interest to farmers suffering from drought, and
should apply to all unexpected and uncontrollable financial shocks.
Applying desert to credit card interest, high rates would be justified only to the extent
that "revolvers" are responsible for the lenders' credit losses and cost of funds - both
of which could be seen as proportional to the amounts borrowed.
Efficiency. It might be argued that the threat and act of changing penalty rates is
useful in that it encourages borrowers to keep up to date and so reduces credit losses.
This is probably true - except again in the case of those who have suffered financial

82 While they fail to find a causal connection between democracy and equality, the correlation is found in
Acemoglu, D., Johnson, S., Robinson, J. A, & Yared, P. (2008). Income and Democracy. American Economic
Review, 98(3), 808-842.
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•
•

•

•

shocks. On the other hand, charging penalty rates will in some cases increase the
likelihood that the costs of default are incurred, so one would want to err on the side
ofleniency when determining whether the defaults were deserved.
Need. Very clearly, those who have suffered a financial shock are in greater need.
Equality. All borrowers in the same position should be charged the same rate. The
question here is whether discrimination between borrowers who are up-to-date and
those who are not can be justified. The rate of penalty should be proportionate to the
differences in circumstances.
Liberty. Regulation should be applied only where necessary, but the failure of lenders
to routinely take the circumstances of the borrowers into account suggests that there is
a need to protect the vulnerable from abuse.
The other question is whether penalty interest rates unfairly interfere in the lives of
the borrowers, but I this is probably unavoidable.

On balance, I suggest that lenders should not to be permitted to charge penalty interest and
other charges when the borrowers can show that they have suffered unexpected financial
shocks. If this were the case, then lenders would be entitled to require borrowers to take out
appropriate insurance to cover shocks before they take out their loans.
Box 984

The Art of Balancing
2.2.1.2 It might be thought that differences between people are too wide to allow agreement
on social and ethical issues. This section, however, attempts to outline the traditional view held by philosophers and political writers from the earliest times - that the principal social
and ethical virtue is justice. (Justice is used here as having wider applications than equity or
fairness - but the words are often interchangeable.)
2.2.1.3 The claim that justice is the primary social criterion is not made lightly, nor in an
attempt to squeeze a complex problem into a simple answer. It is rather because societies
require a balance between the needs, actions and values of different individuals - and justice
is the name given to the art of finding this balance. Justice, therefore, rules over other social
objectives - such as liberty, prosperity, equality or peace - because it functions to balance
them against each other.
2.2.1.4 Its key characteristic is a recognition of the dignity and individuality of each member
of a society. This is the basis of its concern for a reasonable balance between the particular
interests of each individual. It is, as a result, also concerned with desert: with appropriate
rewards and punishments. It is also particularly concerned with the protection and dignity of
the poor and otherwise defenceless. This personal aspect of justice perhaps explains the anger
felt - often on someone else's behalf- when people are faced with injustice.
2.2.1.5 Because it is justice that ought to rule the relationships people have with each other, it
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can provide a basis for compulsion. This partly explains the many conflicting definitions of
justice. Redefining justice in order to favour one's own values and interests not only makes
for satisfying, if not constructive, argument, but also provides a justification for overruling
the interests of others. There may be differing, but legitimate, interpretations of what
constitutes ajust balance of interests. Indeed, individuals in different societies do come to
different answers as shown in a summary of empirical work by Le Grand 85 .
2.2.1.6 A discussion of justice could not be complete without mentioning Rawls 86 . His theory
of justice rates liberty highest, and then balances equality, prosperity and need - by a rule that
requires the interests of the worst off to be maximised. The Rawlsian approach is widely used
but seems eccentric in ignoring desert - which Lucas 87 would not be alone in considering preeminent in distributive justice. It does not rule out alternative rules of distribution - and is
thus compatible with this paper's definition of justice.
Justice can also be spoken of in terms of rights - which can be seen as defining the boundaries
of just behaviour. Rights are not absolute; even rights to life and liberty must sometimes be
balanced with the rights of others (especially to life and liberty). Claiming a right does not
establish its validity. It is regrettable that calls for greater rights are often rhetorical and
simplistic. Millennia of legal development have shown that rules that work, and are fair to all,
are often complex and require trade-offs.

Asset management

4.2

The investment management industry appears to have escaped much scrutiny in the Interim
Report. As the allocation of capital figures prominently in the purpose of the industry, and
excessive incomes are identified as a major issue in section 2.3 above, some consideration
could be justified. Some areas where these markets could be considered to fall short of
community standards are:
•

Lehman Brothers' was found to be "financially liable for misleading clients including
Church and Not-For-Profit Groups to purchase complex financial products." 88 NotFor-Profit Groups and local governments are vulnerable against unscrupulous
investment banks. Some thought could perhaps be given to include them as retail
clients as they will frequently not have the expertise to resist the unscrupulous.

85 Le Grand J (1991) Equity and Choice: An Essay in Economics and Applied Philosophy Harper Collins,
London.

86

Rawls J (1971) A Theory ofJustice Belkup, Cambridge Mass.

87

Lucas J R (1980) On Justice Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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hUps://www.makdap.com.aulpublications/lehman-brothers-class-action-win-nfps
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•

•

•

It appears that high frequency trading (HFT) is a form of front running and rent
extraction 89 , in which I have been told the stock exchanges connive as it is a source of
income. It is difficult otherwise to explain the profitability of the most notorious of
the participants, Renaissance Technologies. 90
There seems to be no mention of insider trading even though research consistently
shows that "Australian regulation is less precise and appears to have been less
rigorously enforced than in the United States, where legal action against directors is
much more common.,,91 This was also the finding of the Senate Economics
References Committee on the performance of ASIC. 92
Concerns about the short-term nature of equity markets and the failure of institutional
investors to focus on long term wealth creation have long been a concern in the UK.
The Kay Review of UK Equity Markets and Long-Term Decision Making 93 was
critical of regulation:

Regulatory policy has given little attention to issues of market structure and the
nature and effectiveness of competition, instead developing detailed and often
prescriptive rules governing market conduct, with substantial cost and limited
success. Regulation should focus on the establishment of market structures which
provide appropriate incentives, rather than the fruitless attempt to control behaviour
in the face of inappropriate commercial incentives. We lookforward to afuture of
less intrusive and more effective regulation, the product of a new emphasis on the
incentives market participants face, and to the creation of trust relationships which
can give savers and companies confidence that the equity investment chain meets
their needs and serves their interests. (11)
All these issues fall under ASIC's remit and its failure to address them is further indication of
regulatory capture. The power of the lobbying is perhaps illustrated by the delight of the

https://www.nyujlb.org/single-postl201 7111 127lHigh-Frequency-Trading -Electronic-Frontrunning -andStructural-Insider-Trading -Under-the-EU -Market-Abuse-Regulation-Need -for -Refonn

89

90 The company is described thus: https://en.wikipedia.org/wikilRenaissance_Technologies. It is obviously
heavily involved in HFT, as described in this discussion of their patent application:
https://nexchange.com/articleIl0534

91 The most recent research covers a period up to 2012. Hossain, M. M., Heaney, R, & Yu, J. (2018). The
information content of director trading: Evidence from acquisition announcements in Australia. Global Finance
Journal.
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EXHIBIT -5.318.67.pdf,

Kay, John. "The Kay review of UK equity markets and long-term decision making." Final Report 112 (2012).
See also Haldane, A. G., & Davies, R (2011). The short long.
http://www. bankofengland. co. ukiarchiveIDocumentsihistoricpubs/speeches120 11 Ispeech4 9 5. pdf
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Financial Services Council at the abolition of the Corporations and Markets Advisory
Committee (CAMAC) in 2014.

FSC advocated for the abolition of CAMAC after a series of reviews which lacked a
proper evidence base and significant concerns on the integrity of the process used by
CAMAC CAMAC had been undertaking inappropriate structural reviews into trustee
companies and managed investments. Its abolition now permits the FSI to focus on
any structural issues in the industry under its broad terms of reference. 94
CAMAC "was set up in 1989 to provide a source of independent advice to the Australian
Government on issues that arise in corporations and financial markets law and practice.,,95
Whatever the failures of CAMAC - and opinions differed - it does seem to be a necessary
body as Freehills said at the time of its abolition:

Despite its merits, the Australian Law Refonn Commission is no substitute for
CAMAC: it lacks the specialist and practitioner expertise. IfCAMAC did not exist, we
would have had to invent it. If it ceases to exist, we will have to reinvent it. 96
It seems likely that the RC will be making recommendations to the structure and remit of
ASIC. In doing so, I suggest that it add an expert body with independent expertise to provide
a check on rent seeking and regulatory capture.

26 October 2018
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FSC's Year in Review for 201312014, EXHIBIT -6.409.11.pdf
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http://www.camac.gov.aui
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